
The Glass Association 
 

Minutes of the Committee Meeting held at the Artworkers Guild, 6 Queens Square 

Bloomsbury, WC1N 3AT, on Saturday 20th March 2010 from 13:30 to 17:00 

Attendance 

 

Julie Berk, Paul Bishop, Brian Clarke (Chairman), Roger Dodsworth,  Christina Glover, Judith 

Gower, Mark Hill, Alison Hopkins, Valerie Humphreys, Gaby Marcon, Maurice Wimpory, Pauline 

Wimpory. 

 

Malcolm Preskett and Nigel Benson for part.  

 

1. Apologies for absence, resignation of Janet Sergison 

 

Apologies were received from Bob Wilcock, Jackie Fairburn, Francis Grew and Janet Sergison.  

 

The Chairman welcomed Judith Gower co-opted to the Committee in view of her invaluable legal 

expertise: Judith is a solicitor with Herts. County Council. 

 

The Chairman had received a letter from Janet Sergison formally resigning from the Committee with 

effect from the 2010 AGM. He thanked her for all her efforts over the years and for her invaluable 

contributions to the Association, wishing her well for the future.  

 

2. Minutes of the previous meeting 

 

These were approved and signed by the Chairman.  

 

3. Matters arising (Action Points from Annex 1 of the minutes) 

 

Agenda item Responsible Action 

6 AH AH to send website questionnaire to PG. Done 

6 MW  MW to send AH list of museums. Done 

6 AH  AH to contact museums.  Done – no interest in selling Cone.  

7 BC BC to approach editorial board candidates. Under item 5. 

7 BC   BC to approach Malcolm Preskett.  Under item 5. 

8 GM  AH to send questionnaire to PB for distribution with Cone 89. 

Done 

8 BC BC to contact Wolverhampton University re logo competition.  

To be attended to  

8 MW MW to send member list to AH to assess proportion with internet 

access. Done 

9 BC BC to write to Dudley MBC and to discuss with Peter Middleton.  

Done 

10 BC  BC to approach HLF for grant. Under Item 15.  

10 FG FG to contact BC regarding MoL microfilm archives. Under 

Item 15. 



12 GM GM to collate and summarise feedback forms.  Done 

13 FG  FG to talk to Bristol Museum.  Done 

13 GM GM to write overview for Cone.  Done 

13 GM GM to talk to Biennale. Done 

 

 

4. Introduction of Malcolm Preskett – the new technical editor of The Journal 

 

BC introduced Malcolm Preskett, who has agreed to take on the role of Technical Editor of the 

Journal and is thus a co-opted Committee Member. Malcolm gave an overview of his career in book 

design and related fields, and showed examples of his work. It was agreed that he was admirably 

suited for the work needed to edit the Journal.  

 

Current articles for Oct.2010 are as follows: 

 

 Richard Golding – Fuel efficient furnaces 

 Mike Moir – Lalique stemware 

 Tim Mills/Bob Marris – Engraved English Glasses, 1770 to 1850 

 Jill Turnbull – Scotch Venetian Glass.  

 

The article on the Garton Collection will now be a supplement to the Journal with part funding 

provided by the Museum of London. Nigel Benson’s article on Haleware and the Graham 

Cooley/Peter Layton interview may be held over for the next Journal. That will also include: 

 

 Sally Haden on English glassmakers in Japan 

 Anne Lutyens Humphrey on the influence of eighteenth century glass collectors on the world. 

 Jim Measell on Government Schools of Art.  

 

It is estimated that the next Journal will be approximately 80 pages. MP asked if the GA had 

considered digital printing and explained what this might mean in terms of quality, speed and cost. He 

gave a budgetary quote to the meeting and showed samples from Biddles. It was agreed that quotes 

should come from Micro Press as well as Biddles. AH asked if this approach might also facilitate 

using Just in Time type publishing.  

 

Action: BC to approach editorial board candidates as listed in December minutes.  

 

  Micro Press to be asked to quote for printing.  
 

5.  Nigel Benson – short presentation on the future of Broadfield House Glass Museum 

 

Nigel Benson gave a presentation summarising proposals for a concerted and focussed approach to 

the issues surrounding the future of Broadfield House and the Collections. The documents relating to 

this had been circulated to the Committee beforehand. He stated that Dudley Metropolitan Borough 

Council (DMBC)  have the advantage at present, but that if the campaign of opposition to the closure 

had not happened, Broadfield House would certainly have been closed already. He felt it essential that 

all the groups work together. DMBC not have no money, no interest and no time to devote to the 

collection nor do they understand its value, both monetary and intellectual. Broadfield House 

represents a huge capital receipt potentially to DMBC.  

 

The major issue is location. The Red Cone site is too small, has stability problems and a lack of space 

for parking. The Bridge Street site is some one and a half acres and is available at a cost of about 

£700K. It would lend itself well to demolition and rebuilding a dedicated and purpose designed 



building, but it does not have any expansion space. The current car park is owned by the Red House 

Cone Museum Trust, whose single trustee is Sally Orton. Unless DMBC can acquire this space it 

cannot be used.  

 

 NB believes the only real approach is to look for a proper site that would have capacity for display 

space, disabled access, a library, lecture theatre, storage, hot and cold glass blowing and other 

facilities. Glass blowing functions would ensure Arts Council funding. This would all entail a huge 

cost, and NB discussed how this might be kicked off. The proposal is that a group of like minded 

people contribute seed funding, in order to produce a proper business plan to be presented to DMBC.  

 

The group would include organisations such as the GA, CGS and others, to include makers, dealers, 

galleries and any other parties. NB felt that this proposition fitted well with the aims of the GA, and 

that we could justify pledging a sum of around £2K. 

 

It was suggested that the CGS could give PR help. AH will scan the list of attendees at the Glass 

Forum and send it to NB, for good contacts. She recommended Angel Manzon in particular, in view 

of his excellent commercial awareness.  

 

The Chairman thanked NB who then left the meeting. The proposal was then discussed. MH felt very 

strongly that this was a cause to which the GA should give funding.  

 

AH and JG agreed to go through the DMBC documents and their UDP in order to assess how DMBC 

are approaching the Broadfield House situation and how the GA might use or challenge that 

information. Section 106 funding is a particular issue and the Regeneration Agency angle needs to be 

revisited. AH stated that it was highly unlikely that DMBC would take any further action until after 

the election. GM said that the National Collections Fund ought to be involved.  

 

BC will draft a statement formally on behalf of the GA, and push strongly for the GA to be a driving 

force in the coalition. MW is attending the next meeting on the 31
st
 March and agreed to represent the 

GA.   

 

A further suggested fundraising possibility is to ask members to donate one piece of glass to be 

auctioned by Fieldings'. It was agreed that BC would approach them.  

 

Actions: AH to send list of Glass Forum attendees to NB 

 

   AH/JG to review DMBC documents and discuss, possibly meeting up.  

 

   BC to draft GA statement. 

 

   MW to attend meeting on 31
st
 March and report back.  

 

   BC to approach Fieldings’ about glass sales as find raising.  

 

6. Treasurer’s Report 

 

The treasurer had circulated his report prior to the meeting. He asked that new committee members 

provide details needed for the Charity Commission. He also asked for the Chairman’s report of the 

2009 AGM in order to send it to the Commission.  

 

Actions: New committee members – JB/JG/MP – to provide details as needed. 

 

   BC to provide chairman’s report to MW.  

 

7. Membership Report 



 

PW had provided an update prior to the meeting.  

 

8. Report on CGS Glass Forum (Alison) 

 

In view of time constraints, this was passed over. AH stated that she would forward minutes of the 

Forum when she received them, and that there were little or no implications or involvement for the 

GA.  

 

Action: AH to forward minutes when received.  

 

9.  Website Committee update and progress report.  

 

Questionnaires had been sent to all members, but only ten replies had been received. The winner of 

the prize draw is Margaret Docherty.  

 

JB showed the work done so far on the website, with discussion around what might be added in 

future. She also provided logon IDs and passwords for all the committee. It was agreed that all should 

“play” with the site until the next committee meeting in June.  

 

Once the website has been developed further, a few members will be asked to act as beta testers and 

to comment. MH suggested it may be worth paying for Google Adwords to attract traffic to the site.  

 

Useful extra functions will be a committee blog, an event blog and the ability to take PayPal 

payments. JB will add these as needed. The redesigned and updated logo is still felt to be essential and 

it was proposed that a prize of £200 be offered. BC will make contact with Wolverhampton to arrange 

the competition for this. AH felt that it was essential each committee member kept their own area of 

the website up to date. It was also agreed that dealers and others be allowed to “advertise” in a 

dedicated area of the site. If this was offered to all, then no accusation of bias might be made.  

 

Actions: ALL to experiment with website and provide input for content ideas, especially blogs.  

 

   BC to contact Wolverhampton University re logo competition.  

 

10.  Biennale 2010 – Catalogue proposal (Gaby) 

 

GM had received a proposal from Candice Elena-Greer for part sponsorship of the Biennale 

catalogue. This replaced the idea of sponsoring a prize, as these had all been allocated. The 2009 

catalogue had sold 300 copies at the time at a price of £28, with a further 100 being sold later. There 

were over five thousand visitors to the Biennale so this sales figure was felt to be very low, probably 

due to the high price of the catalogue. The meeting felt that the maximum price should be about £15. 

It was agreed that GM should counter propose to Candice with an offer of £800 from the GA on the 

basis of a full page ad, and a selling price no higher than £15.  

 

Action: GM to counter offer to Candice.  

 

11. Meeting & Event Reports & Updates  

 

GM summarised the feedback from the AGM. Half the attendees had completed forms and she felt 

that feedback forms ought to be used for all future events. She agreed to circulate the template for the 

forms.  

 

Feedback was that the speakers were felt to be excellent and a key part of the day. More behind the 

scenes visits would be popular. It was suggested that local meetings could include a dealer forum with 



the chance to swap stock. Visits might also be set up to private collections. GM will document the 

feedback forms and circulate them to the Committee.  

 

AH suggested that if an event blog were set up on the website, then members could request alerts as 

and when it was updated. This would save MW the effort of emailing members. In addition, as this is 

an opt in function, it avoids any danger of being construed as spam.  

 

Actions: GM to circulate feedback template. 

 

   GM to circulate feedback summary  

 

 

The Chelmsford SE event attracted eleven attendees. Anne Lutyens-Humphreys having been 

particularly helpful. It was a success, but it was noted that the new extension has not helped the 

display of the Tunstill Glass Collection.  

 

12.       Programme for 2010/11.   

 

Paul needs flyers by end of week in order for them to be included in the Cone mailing.   

 

 SW meeting 24th April, Clevedon, with Geoff Lawson (Valerie)  

o A second flyer will be included with the next Cone.  

 NW meeting 15th May, Worsley, with Brian Slingsby (Maurice)  

o MW had received Tiffany images from US museums.  

 SW meeting 19th June, Frome. Frank Hudson retrospective (Valerie)  

o Set up and flyers done.  

 NE meeting Sat.17th July, Sunderland Museum & NGC (Maurice, Bob, Jackie)  

o Set up and flyers done.  

 AGM at Bristol, w/e 30/31 October. (Bath Acqua Glass visit?) (Valerie, Francis)  

o FD/VH had visited Bristol. The museum has a good glass room, but visits 

will need to be staggered. They had also visited both Bristol Blue factories 

and the larger one has excellent facilities. They had also looked at rooms in 

the university. GM/VH will discuss the AGM further this week. JB pointed 

out that the Wellcome has a superb medical glass collection and this might 

make a good future venue.  

 Veste Coburg visit update 2011 (Gaby)  

o GM circulated the outline schedule.  

 V&A / Facon de Venise / GA event w/e. Spring 2012 (Francis)  

o The V&A had turned down the idea of an AGM there but a future study day 

might be feasible.  

 Richard Golding – formerly of Okra has invited a group to visit his new venture

   

o This is at a railway station in Leicester and may make an excellent future trip. 

  

 
Actions: GM/VH to discuss AGM further.  

 



13. Forthcoming fairs  

 

 Dulwich Glass and Ceramics Fair 28th March 2010 

 Birmingham 9th May 2010 

 Reflect Kensington Town Hall June 13th 2010 

 Cambridge 26th September 2010 

 Birmingham 14th November 2010 

 

14. Next Committee Meeting:  Saturday 5th June 2010, 1.30pm Artworkers Guild. 

 

15. A.O.B. 

 

BC raised the following items: 

 

 Dan Klein’s memorial service will be on, April 17
th
 at St John’s Wood. BC and GM will be 

attending. 

 

 BC noted that his work on Whitefriars Cloudy White Lattice glass is still in hand and asked if 

it would be feasible to provide a bulk upload function for the website for pictures. JB agreed 

to investigate.  

 

 BC reported that the Kamenicky Senov Glass Museum (Czech Republic) is about to close and 

that the Pontefract Museum’s future is also in serious doubt. AH asked what had happened to 

the collection in the Stuart Glass shop. This has gone back to Wedgwood, and is likely to be 

sold.  

 

 A letter had been received from our member John Westmoreland thanking the GA for the 

AGM. He had also suggested that the post of President be reinstated and that Charles 

Hajdamach be asked to fill the role. It was unanimously agreed that this was an excellent 

move and BC will write to Charles to ask him to accept.  

 

 With regard to Anne Cooper’s work, BC had not yet been able to approach the HLF for a 

grant. The scale of the task needed is far more than originally anticipated. BC will discuss this 

further with Wolverhampton, with a view to getting them to take on the project management 

of this work. MW suggested approaching the Imperial War Museum as well, as much of the 

social history relates to military families.  

 

 AH raised the question of 2011 meeting dates, and will circulate suggestions to the committee 

so that the Artworkers can be booked as soon as possible.  

 

Actions: BC to write to Charles Hajdamach and ask him to become President.  

 

   BC to write to Wolverhampton. 

 

   AH to circulate dates to ALL.  

 

Alison Hopkins 

March 2010 



Annex One – Action Summary 

 

Agenda item Responsible Action 

4 BC BC to approach editorial board candidates as listed in December 

minutes.  

4 MP  Micro Press to be asked to quote for printing. 

5 AH  AH to send list of Glass Forum attendees to NB 

5 AH/JG AH/JG to review DMBC documents and discuss, possibly 

meeting up.  

5 BC  BC to draft GA statement. 

5 MW MW to attend meeting on 31st March and report back.  

5 BC BC to approach Fieldings’ about glass sales as fund raising. 

6 JB/JG/MP New committee members – JB/JG/MP – to provide details as 

needed. 

6 BC BC to provide chairman’s report to MW. 

8 AH Action: AH to forward minutes when received.  

9 ALL ALL to experiment with website and provide input for content 

ideas, especially blogs.  

9 BC BC to contact Wolverhampton University re logo competition.  

10 GM GM to counter offer to Candace.  

11 GM GM to circulate feedback template. 

11 GM GM to circulate feedback summary. 

12 GM/VH GM/VH to discuss AGM further.  

15 BC BC to write to Charles Hajdamach and ask him to become 

President.  

15 BC BC to write to Wolverhampton. 

15 AH AH to circulate dates to ALL. 

 


